Abstract-A numerical method is presented for determining the transmittance of long-period (LP) fiber-gratings having arbitrary azimuthal/radial refractive index variations. The method uses coupled-mode theory and includes both the sine and cosine character of the LP modes. The model treats interactions between the fundamental 01 mode and high-azimuthal-order cladding modes. The method utilizes the transfer matrix method to model cylindrical layers both in the core and the cladding regions.
have produced mode coupling between the fundamental guided mode and higher order cladding modes ( with and , with ). This power exchange proves that the refractive index perturbation in those LPFGs has azimuthal dependence and extends beyond the core region.
High-order LP modes have a two-folded degeneracy due to the sine and cosine dependence of the fields. While two recent publications (see [11] , [12] ) focus on the effects of the double character of higher order modes on tilted UV-written LPFG, we are unaware of any numerical method capable of modeling generalized gratings, i.e., gratings possessing both arbitrary azimuthal and arbitrary radial index perturbations. In this work we present a numerical method which can simulate nontilted fiber gratings having an azimuthally and/or radially varying refractive index perturbation which may extend to the fiber cladding-air interface. The host fiber can also have an arbitrary refractive index profile. The method takes into consideration the sine and cosine character of the LP modes and can simulate power coupling between to any mode with . We also present examples of LPFG having a sector-like index profile and show that these gratings are capable of producing strong resonances and of coupling power to higher order LP modes. Even though the examples presented here relate to LPFG, the same methodology can be used to describe fiber Bragg gratings.
II. FORMULATION

A. Cladding LP Modes
In this section, the LP modes of a cylindrical dielectric waveguide having an arbitrary refractive index profile are described. Even though, the refractive index difference between the cladding and the ambient air is not negligible, the LP approximation is nevertheless valid for low-order modes having arbitrary azimuthal number . According to the LP mode formulation (see [13] and [14] ), an mode of order and within a cylindrical dielectric layer having radius and refractive index (see Fig. 1 ), has transverse electric field components propagating along the -axis given by when when (1) 0733-8724/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE where , is the operating freespace wavelength, is the longitudinal propagation constant of the mode, is the magnitude of the transverse wavenumber, is the azimuthal angle, and and are arbitrary field expansion coefficients determined by the boundary conditions within the cylindrical layer . and are the ordinary Bessel functions of the first and second kind of order , while and are the modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind of order , with generally being a nonnegative integer number. The transfer matrix method [15] is applied to find the propagation constant of LP modes for optical fibers having arbitrary refractive index profile. The transfer matrix formulas are given in Appendix A in a more compact form than the form given in [15] , for faster calculations. Having found the propagation constant , the coefficients and in each layer, are normalized such that every mode carries power (2)
B. Fiber Grating Refractive Index Variation
Any periodic refractive index perturbation , inside the fiber can cause power transfer from the fundamental mode to one or more cladding modes. The generalized is the summation of a dc and an ac refractive-index variation, i.e., , multiplied by an optional apodization function for reducing the spectral ripples of the grating frequency response. Conventional sinusoidal LPFGs do not have azimuthal refractive-index variations and therefore their index modulation is typically expressed as , where is the grating period, is the modulation strength, is the induced change in the average index. The refractive index variation in a generalized grating can be described as the product of three functions . The function is a longitudinal periodic function of period . depends on the manner in which the fiber grating was exposed and processed. For the case that a LPFG is formed by periodic local heating from a CO laser with beam-waist width the exposure function can be approximated by a periodic rectangular wave (see Fig. 2 ) of width and period . The longitudinal modulation function represents the longitudinal refractive index perturbation and can be approximated as
. For the present work, the and coefficients are chosen to correspond to the first two Fourier series coefficients of the exposure function, i.e.,
For the class of gratings having an variation as shown in Fig. 2 , the transverse refractive index perturbation will not be uniform along a cross section of the fiber. It is expected that the refractive index perturbation is higher on the side where the laser impinges on the fiber. The generalized transverse perturbation can be approximated by ring-sectors (see Fig. 3) having a constant index variation. For the th cylindrical ring of radius , has the form for for for . . . for (4) where for are the refractive-index modulation values around the ring for various angles . Equation (4) can be used to discretize an arbitrary index perturbation on a plane transverse to the fiber.
C. Coupled-Mode Theory Formulation
The interaction among the LP modes in the fiber may be modeled via coupled-mode theory (CMT). According to the CMT the interaction (coupling) between optical modes is proportional to their coupling coefficient . Assuming that each forward propagating mode has a complex amplitude and by neglecting any backward propagating waves, the generalized coupled-mode equations governing the interaction of copropagating modes are [4] , [16] for (5) For LP mode analysis, the longitudinal coupling coefficient between the and the mode is zero. Therefore, for the remaining of this paper we will refer to the transverse coupling coefficient simply as . In cylindrical coordinates, is given as (6) where is the transverse field of an LP mode [see (1) ] and is the permittivity variation. can be related to the refractive index variation by where is the unperturbed refractive index of the fiber and is the freespace permittivity. Therefore, by using (3) the coupling coefficient between the and the modes takes the form
Traditional UV-exposed LPFGs having uniform index perturbations within the fiber core produce -tomode interactions. Since these modes do not have any angular dependence, the azimuthal integral is equal to 2 . For the case of a generalized LPFG, the azimuthal variation of the perturbed index profile, , necessitates a more thorough investigation of the azimuthal character of the fiber modes. Since there is power transfer between and modes with arbitrary nonnegative numbers, each mode with is treated as two independent modes, one with and one with . Therefore, by using (1) and (4) the coupling coefficient is shown in (8) at the bottom of the page with . The superscripts or correspond to the azimuthal cosine or sine character of the and modes. The modes do not have any azimuthal dependence and their coupling coefficients therefore are not superscripted. However, coupling coefficients between and ( ) modes have azimuthal dependence and are denoted as . The discretization of a refractive index perturbation into sector-rings by (8) is computationally efficient because it allows the determination of azimuthal coupling coefficients between modes without using double integration. The radial field integration is done once per ring while the azimuthal integrations can be calculated analytically.
Substituting (7) into (5) and neglecting rapidly oscillating terms (synchronous approximation) we form the coupled-differential-equation (DE) system with dimension where is the number of modes included; see (9) at the bottom of the page with initial conditions and for . In (8) if ;
if ;
otherwise (9) the exponent argument, the sign of the grating wavevector must be chosen to facilitate coupling between the forward and modes, i.e., if , the " " sign is selected and when , the " " sign is selected. In Appendix B, we provide the detailed matrix representation of the DE system (9) .
The number of cladding modes supported by an optical fiber is very large and in order to represent them with a differential equation system of finite dimensions, the cladding modes that interact with the fundamental mode within the wavelength range of interest are considered. Generally, only the modes with low azimuthal number , have substantial radial field power within the fiber core in order to couple to the mode. One way of selecting the cladding modes of interest is to plot the classic first-order Bragg condition for the and the modes [ ] as a function of the wavelength and choose the modes satisfying this condition for the given grating period within the wavelength range of interest. A related method is to use the modified first-order Bragg condition given in [17] where the propagation constants of modes are perturbed by the self-coupling coefficients giving rise to (10) In the example cases below, the accuracy of the modified Bragg condition (10) will be demonstrated.
D. Numerical Considerations for the CMT Equations
The numerical simulation of an LPFG having azimuthal refractive index variation can be divided into four steps. First, the propagation constants of modes are found for a wide range of and over a wavelength grid. Second, the coefficients are generated. The fact that can also be used. Third, plots of (10) as well as plots of the coupling coefficient strength as a function of the wavelength are generated in order to choose which modes should be included in the analysis for a grating having a specific period and index profile . The fourth step is to solve the symmetric DE system (9) for a range of wavelengths. Values of between the initial wavelength grid-points are linearly interpolated. The DE system matrix is full for the case that all claddingcladding mode interactions are included or sparse when only the self-coupling coefficient terms , the cross-coupling coefficients , and the cross-coupling coefficients between sine and cosine modes having the same propagation constant are retained (see also Appendix B). It is advisable to use the full matrix solution, since the difference between the two formulations could produce spectral differences especially for gratings with strong refractive index modulation in the cladding. On the other hand, the solution of the sparse system is one order of magnitude faster than the solution of the full matrix system. Moreover, since the mode satisfying the classic Bragg condition at a given wavelength will have a sharper and a much higher amplitude-strength than the other modes, the DE system is stiff and special DE routines must be used [18] . In the aforementioned grating-analysis algorithm the second step is the most computationally intensive. Since a refractive index profile having azimuthal variation can couple power from the mode to any cladding mode, it will be advantageous to reduce the number of modes to the set that truly interacts with the mode and to calculate the corresponding . After the first step, the LP modes of interest are chosen by using the fact that, in 
III. APPLICATION TO EXAMPLE LPFG INDEX PROFILES
In this section the CMT is applied to calculate the LPFG transmittance. The accuracy of the LP-mode formulation is validated by comparison to the more rigorous hybrid-mode approach. In addition, example cases of the application of the azimuthal CMT to LPFG having sector profiles are provided. LPFGs having a two sector ( ) refractive-index variation have coupling coefficients of the form; see (11) at the bottom of the page with . The example grating structures have the same parameters as the sinusoidal grating analyzed in [4] ; ; , and , i.e., a total of LP modes, 38 of which have both sine and cosine azimuthal dependencies (
). The range of wavelengths of interest is m m. Therefore, for our example cases the full DE system is solved with dimension 82 82 since .
A. Sinusoidal LPFG With Core Only Index Variation
In this example, the grating has a sinusoidal longitudinal variation ( ) with a sector-type refractive-index variation in the fiber core given as for for for (12) Equation ( shows that the transmittance resonances occur at the same wavelengths and that they have nearly the same magnitudes. The small magnitude differences may be attributed to the numerical integrations utilized for the calculations and the different exit criteria used for the DE system solver. Moreover, the use of a larger number of modes results in deeper Bragg transmission-resonances because mode power is coupled to a larger number of LP modes. The two transmittances calculated by the current LP and the hybrid mode formulation [4] look very similar. This similarity is expected since for fibers with small the propagating modes satisfy the weakly guiding condition and the hybrid modes having much of their power within or near the core possess insignificant longitudinal fields, i.e., they can be accurately approximated by LP modes. For LPFG having refractive index perturbation only within the core region, the LP mode approach is simpler and as accurate as the hybrid-mode formulation. It is interesting to compare the wavelengths where the modified Bragg condition is satisfied for the individual LP modes to the wavelengths where the transmittance resonances occur. Table I, shows that the modified Bragg condition is much more accurate than the traditional Bragg condition. Finally, simulation results are provided (see Fig. 5 ) for the same grating but with sector profiles of angles , , and . As expected, the grating responses "converge" to the transmittance given in Fig. 4 . All computer execution times were well under one minute for the generation of the coupling coefficients and for the solution of the full DE system on a Pentium 4 PC.
B. Generalized LPFG With Core and Cladding Index Variation
In this second example, the LPFG grating has the same optical parameters as the sinusoidal transmission grating examined in the previous section but with a sector index profile for for (13) extending from the fiber center to the air-cladding interface. Without any loss in generality, it is assumed that the grating was written by a laser beam having width and [see (3) ] to maximize the index modulation and the transmittance resonances. The transmittances of this LPFG for nine sector angles, three with , three with , and three with are shown in Fig. 6 . As expected, the transmittances with the same coincide to each other. The transmittance spectra were calculated for 1001 wavelengths while the coupling coefficients were calculated for 100 wavelengths. The spectrum is dominated by resonances due to and modes, and in contrast to the previous sinusoidal grating transmittance, resonances are absent. modes have radial fields that resemble the Bessel function of the first kind. Since the radial field of the mode penetrates the fiber cladding area, the cross-coupling coefficients between the and the modes are the sum of a positive contribution due to the radial-field overlap within the core and a negative contribution due to the radial-field overlap in the cladding-region just outside the fiber core. The net effect of these two contributions is reduced coupling coefficients compared to coupling coefficients found in the previous sinusoidal grating case having index variation confined into the core. The spectrum also lacks resonances due to modes having azimuthal number . The reason for this is that higher order modes have much smaller field amplitudes within the fiber-core in comparison to the lower-order modes. This produces a very small cross-coupling coefficient for the mode. The lack of high-order resonances justifies the use of LP-mode instead of more complicated hybrid-mode formulations for the analysis of those fiber gratings.
Tables II-IV provide more information on the transmittance spectra. In each table, the first column provides the resonance wavelength of the mode for the three sector profiles having the same value. As expected, the LPFG transmittance is independent of the sector-angle limits for a given . This is due to fact that LP modes having both sine and cosine azimuthal dependencies are used. Table columns also give the "most coupled" LP modes which have maximum transmittances at the resonance wavelengths, as well as the wavelengths where the classic and the modified Bragg condition (10) for the "most coupled" modes equal zero. Contrary to the previous sinusoidal LPFG example case, both Bragg conditions produce similar results since the products and for the generalized grating are an order of magnitude smaller than the sinusoidal grating example. The "most coupled" mode set depends on the sector profile angle limits as well as the geometry of the total transverse field of the LP modes. For example, in Table II for , the "most coupled" modes for the sector profiles of and are identical. The reason is that all modes have a total transverse-field periodicity of 2 and the azimuthal integrals are equal since when and (
). Therefore, the cross coupling coefficients and are equal. In addition, for and ( ) the cosine integration becomes and there are no resonances due to modes since . For more arbitrary sector limits where both cosine and sine integrations are not equal or zero, the observed resonances are due to the modes having the largest cross-coupling coefficient [see Fig. 7(a) and (b) ], i.e., and . A double resonance is observed because the modified Bragg condition for the particular grating period has two solutions within the range m m. In Table II , it is seen that when two LP modes contribute to the same resonance, the modified Bragg wavelength deviates significantly from the (transmittance) resonance wavelength. This is due to the fact that the modified Bragg condition was derived under the assumption of two modes (incident and diffracted) interacting at the Bragg wavelength. This also can be seen from the fact that the modified Bragg wavelength is very close to the resonance wavelength when only one mode interacts with the . Table III describes the observed resonances for  and has many features in common with to Table II. For sector  angles and ( ), the integrals have equal values and all and are equal. Moreover, for the same integration limits, as for the case of . The resonance wavelengths are not equal since is a linear function of the sector profile azimuthal width and for is three times larger than the for . For arbitrary sector limits , the observed resonances are due to the modes having the largest cross-coupling coefficient (see for example Fig. 7(a) and (b) ), i.e., and . In Table IV Fig. 7(a) .
All the modified Bragg condition zeros provide very good approximations to the resonance wavelengths since there are only a pair of modes interacting at Bragg regime. For the cases presented, the difference, between the transmittances produced with and without the cladding-cladding mode interaction are less than 0.05 dB. The larger errors occur at the sharper resonances since the mode power is coupled to many other cladding modes besides the mode(s) satisfying the Bragg condition. Therefore, the clading-clading mode interactions are not important for the LPFG under investigation. However, cladingclading mode interactions could be important in other LPFGs where a Bragg condition between two cladding modes could coincide with the Bragg condition between the fundamental mode and one of the cladding modes. Execution times for the generation of the coupling coefficients for all 82 modes over the 101 wavelengths was under 5 min using a relative error of 10 for the integration routines on a Pentium 4 PC. For the solution of the full and the sparse DE systems with an exit criterion of 10 the execution time was approximately 13 min and 2 min, respectively, for all 1001 wavelengths.
IV. CONCLUSION
A versatile numerical method has been presented which includes the dual cosine and sine nature of the angular dependence of the LP modes. The method allows, for the first time, the simulation of LPFG structures having arbitrary azimuthal and radial refractive-index perturbations. The use of the transfer-matrix method for the generation of the LP mode radial fields, allows the discretization of generalized refractive index variations. In addition, it was shown that the LP mode formulation gives the same results as the more rigorous hybrid-mode approach. It was also demonstrated that the modified Bragg condition can successfully be used to select the modes that are important for the analysis of fiber gratings. Finally, this numerical method was applied to LPFGs having azimuthal angular index perturbations of sector shape. All of the resulting resonance features in the transmittance spectra are directly explainable in terms of the coupling between LP modes. For the particular profiles examined the resonances due to modes were shown to exist. The numerical method can also be used for simulation of fiber Bragg gratings having an arbitrary refractive index variation by modifying the CMT equations.
APPENDIX A TRANSFER MATRIX FORMULATION FOR MULTILAYER OPTICAL FIBERS
In this Appendix, the transcendental equation for the propagation constant of a multilayer cylindrical waveguide (see Fig. 1 
Application of (A5) along the radius of an optical fiber having layers generates the global matrix (A6) which relates fields in the inner fiber layer (core) to the ambient layer (air) . For finite fields in the core and in the air around the fiber the coefficients and must be zero. Equation (A6) then produces (A7) which has as roots the propagation constants, 's, of the optical fiber for the particular azimuthal number . Equation (A6) can be solved via one of the several different techniques described in [19] .
APPENDIX B SYSTEMS OF COUPLED-MODE EQUATIONS
In this Appendix, the matrix forms of (9) are shown in detail. The LP modes of azimuthal order higher than zero are considered twice, once with cos and once with sin dependence. Equation (B1), shown at the top of the page, provides the full-matrix form, i.e., when all the cladding-cladding mode interactions are taken into consideration. Equation (B2), shown at the top of the page, provides the sparse form of the DE system, i.e., when the interactions between the differing cladding modes are neglected. All LP mode amplitude coefficients and their deriva- The terms correspond to self-coupling coefficients, the terms correspond to cross-coupling coefficients between the cosine and sine forms of the same LP mode, while the terms correspond the cross-coupling coefficients between different LP modes.
